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Our short courses provide specialist  statistical skills and knowledge



Our cutting-edge statistical  research informs our teaching



100% of our research rated as internationally  excellent or world-leading (REF 2014)
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Statistics play an important role in helping us understand our world. By providing a clearer picture of some of today’s most complex problems, our research, education and professional courses at the Southampton Statistical Sciences Research Institute (S3RI) are all contributing to developing effective solutions to challenging issues.



Short courses
Boost your knowledge of the latest methodological techniques



Postgraduate degrees


Our research






Consultancy
Many of the world’s leading statistical agencies are already working with S3RI
Find out more

Our research themes
Research within S3RI comprises a number of themes: Biostatistics, Design of experiments, Modelling, Policy and evaluation, Survey methods


Stay up-to-date with our events
S3RI are involved in a range of statistical sciences seminars and conferences throughout the year.
Learn more
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	University of Southampton
	University Road
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	United Kingdom
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